Ithaca™ Seating

Ithaca offers a stylish, fixed loop arm
option available in black poly.

Customize the chair’s seat tilt tension
with the turn of a knob.

I T H AC A TA S K & S L E D
Luxury vehicle mentality.
Sedan sensibility.

There are four arm options to
choose from:

That's the Ithaca Task Chair, which
offers all the extraordinary features
that make it sophisticated and stylish,
but comes at a price that makes it
reasonable and responsible.

• Fixed Loop Arm
• Adjustable Task Arm
• Adjustable Loop Arm
• 360˚ Pivot Adjustable Task Arm

It's loaded with amenities. The Ithaca
Task Chair boasts an extremely cushy
seat and back. Thick foam contours
to mirror your body. It offers back
height and seat depth adjustment so
each user can find his or her most
comfortable position.

A poly back shroud finishes off the
tailored look of Ithaca Seating. The
cushy seat contours to fit your body.
Adjustable back height offers tailored
back support. Simply raise or lower
the back to the desired height.

Ithaca can be ordered with an optional
seat slide mechanism allowing seat
depth adjustment to create the
perfect fit for any user.

Ithaca™ Stool

The Ithaca stool’s turnlock foot ring
has style and can be set at an infinite
number of positions to accommodate
a variety of users.

T-arms and loop arms
are width and/or height
adjustable to fit any
user’s needs.
Ithaca’s arm offering has four options,
including an adjustable, 360˚ pivoting
arm cap model as shown here.

ITHACA STOOL
Ithaca is available as a task model,
sled base or stool. All Ithaca seating
features thick, plush, molded seat and
back foam and a variety of ergonomic
adjustments.
Ithaca seating offers a synchrotilt
free-floating back, back height
adjustment, and a multiple-position
back lock for tailored support and
comfort. But all that sophistication
doesn't have a hefty price tag. In fact,
the Ithaca Chair is so modestly
priced, it's hard to believe a chair
so reasonable offers so much.

But it does.
And that's what makes it so attractive.
Employees will feel pampered. Your
work environment will look fantastic.
And you'll be able to smile about it
all, knowing how little all that luxury is
impacting the bottom line.

Ithaca’s black poly back shroud can be
upholstered for an even more upscale,
finished look.

Ithaca’s synchronized mechanism can
be adjusted or locked by moving your
back to the desired position, then
pushing in on the back lock lever.
Release lever to stay in free float
position.
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